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Document Summary 
This report was prepared for Conservation International as a summary of the Overfishing and Human 
Rights Abuses in Global Fisheries workshop that took place on October 7th-9th, 2019 in San Francisco, CA.  
 
The group arrived at three shared research methodologies that bring together existing datasets and 
approaches to answer three questions: 

1. How might we get a much clearer geographic assessment of the prevalence and risk of 
modern slavery and decent work (ILO C188) and co-occurence of overfishing in global marine 
wild capture fisheries? 

2. How might we estimate supply chain risk and prevalence of human rights abuse? 
3. How might we contribute to a fuller understanding of the relationship between seafood 

production mode and human rights abuses? 
 
Given the momentum for execution, and available resources, the proposed collective research initiatives 
will apply a phased approach.  

● Phase 1 will focus on the completion of the geographic assessment of the prevalence and 
risk of modern slavery and decent work and co-occurence of overfishing in global marine wild 
capture fisheries.  

● Phase 2 will use key findings from Phase 1 in order to support and inform the subsequent 
research conducted on supply chains and seafood production modes. 

 
This report summarizes the initial work plans that lay out the roles, responsibilities, resources, vision of 
victory, and an initial launching step that would be needed to make the concepts a reality. We highlight 
next steps and coordination mechanisms that can be undertaken to make this overall initiative 
successful, including plans for communicating to the broader community, hiring additional support, and 
following up on important topics in future conversations.  
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Workshop Report 

I. Overview 

 
From October 7th to 9th, 2019, a group of researchers and practitioners working at the 
intersection of human rights abuse and illegal fishing convened at the Humanity United offices 
in San Francisco, California. Our overarching goal was to form a professional community and 
forge new partnerships that could be leveraged to solve challenges at the intersection of 
human rights and fisheries. We hoped to facilitate that new community to create a shared 
research agenda, and specific methodologies, that would combine existing efforts to produce 
novel results. The group worked together to meet these objectives, building off of a document 
that was shared prior to the workshop, to produce three methodology concepts.  
 

1. How might we get a much clearer geographic assessment of the prevalence and risk 
of modern slavery and decent work (ILO C188) and co-occurence of overfishing in 
global marine wild capture fisheries? 

2. How might we estimate supply chain risk and prevalence of human rights abuse? 
3. How might we contribute to a fuller understanding of the relationship between 

seafood production mode and human rights abuses? 
 
Those outputs, as well as the process we used to create them, are described within the body of 
the report. 
 
Based on interest and momentum for execution, and available resources, the proposed 
collective research initiatives could be divided into two phases: Phase 1 would focus on the 
completion of the geographic assessment.  This includes two research clusters – on focused 
on the spatial fisheries assessment (to be led by Minderoo/ Global Fishery Index) and one 
focused on the global social performance landscape (to be led by ASU-CI). Phase 2 would focus 
on either the supply chain assessment, the production mode assessment, or both. Key findings 
from Phase 1, could support and inform the research conducted in Phase 2. For example, key 
geographic or fisheries hotspots identified in Phase 1, could be validated or corroborated by 
in-depth case study research in Phase 2 on specific supply chains or production modes.  
 
The Expert Working group collectively agreed on the following next steps to drive the phased 
initiative forward:  
 

1. Concept Notes: The Expert Working Group collectively needs to develop short (2 page) 
concept notes for each of the methodologies to share with potential collaborators and 
funders, as well as putting together a webinar to summarize the workshop and outputs 
for the broader community.  
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2. Shared Coordination Mechanisms :  In order to be successful working together 
across so many different organizations and geographies, we will need effective 
coordination mechanisms. We discussed the need for a shared coordinator role, that 
could be created with resources from CI, that can liaise with the steering committee 
and project teams. Conservation International will draft a terms of reference (ToR) that 
outlines the envisioned role and responsibilities, which include scheduling calls, working 
with the steering committee(s) to set goals and track progress, leading work-planning 
efforts, and keeping the whole initiative organized. 

3. Networked Research Fellows: The Expert Working Group discussed the need for 
three networked research fellows that could conduct the majority of the research with 
input from a group of interdisciplinary advisors. The research fellows would be formed 
in phases.  

a. Phase 1:  
i. Fisheries Data Research Fellow | This position is already set to be 

created at the Minderoo Foundation, which is hiring a postdoc to 
support the integration of datasets into the Global FIshing Index. They 
will be able to converse with an analyst at Global Fishing Watch to help 
coordinate efforts there. We expect that they will spend the first 6 
months focused on fisheries performance data and the latter 6 months 
they may be able to shift focus more to global prevalence of human 
rights abuses and other social issues in fisheries. 

ii. Social Responsibility Fellow | This post-doctoral fellow position would 
be supported by the Nippon Nexus initiative. The fellow would be jointly 
mentored, and hired by Jack through ASU.The fellow would focus their 
efforts on supporting Research Cluster B in the Geography working 
group, and would also work with the supply chain research fellow as well 
as with the Fisheries Data Research Fellow at Minderoo. 

b. Phase 2:  
i. Supply Chain + Production Mode Research Fellow | This position is 

not yet funded, and the person in this role would need to be capable of 
conducting the analysis outlined in the supply chain methodology above, 
but also act as a project and relationship manager between all of the 
organizations involved in the work. 
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II. Outputs 

Below are descriptions of the methodologies produced by the working groups. Throughout the 
collaborative process, the group committed to a culture of collaboration, interdisciplinarity and 
shared learning.  

Phase 1: Geography  

Research Question 
How might we get a much clearer geographic assessment of the prevalence and risk of 
modern slavery and decent work (ILO C188) and overfishing in global marine wild capture 
fisheries? 

Purpose & Potential Policy Levers 
To answer the question above, this group proposed to utilize an extensive list of data sources 
to conduct global assessments of (a) overfishing and (b) the risk and prevalence of human 
rights abuse in fisheries. The purpose of this work would be to raise the salience of the issue, 
empowering audiences from CSOs to corporations, to governments, and the group discussed 
developing a campaign around the findings. In the private sector, this could include targeting 
large retailers of specific countries, and in the governmental sector, they propose the focus 
could be on national governments and Regional Fishery Management Organizations (RFMOs). 

Research Methodology Description 
RESEARCH CLUSTER A: Global Assessment of Overfishing | The primary goal of this effort 
would be to combine datasets to create a global, spatial assessment of stock status. This would 
involve pulling together a comprehensive scan of available datasets, an effort which is already 
underway by Minderoo Foundation for the Global Fisheries Index. The Sea Around Us would 
be a primary dataset, with additional information from data-limited stock assessments, William 
Cheung’s MCP dataset, and FAO data. David Tickler plans to build out this approach more as 
part of the Global Fisheries Index project. 
 
RESEARCH CLUSTER B: Global Risk & Prevalence of Human Rights Abuse in Fisheries | 
The outputs of this work are envisioned to be a global map that estimates prevalence and risk 
factors, as well as evidence of correlation between overfishing and labor abuses. Starting with 
Jess Sparks’ data scan that she developed for the UN, this would initially involve pulling 
together a comprehensive scan of datasets on human rights abuses in fisheries. Then, the 
group proposes developing a methodology to combine these datasets with input from an 
interdisciplinary steering committee. However, the general design would be to use in-depth 
case studies and develop correction factors (with clear assumptions and agreed-upon 
approach) to correct global datasets, including the Global Slavery Index and the International 
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Labor Organization’s databases. Attention would need to be given to the scale of the analysis, 
with the initial goal of focusing at the country-level. This means considering vessels’ country of 
origin and flag state, as well as differentiating between activity in EEZs, high seas, distant water 
fleets, and ports, if possible. The group proposes to develop a combined approach to address 
biases for both risk and prevalence.  

Preliminary Workplan 

  RESEARCH CLUSTER A  RESEARCH CLUSTER B 

Lead (PoC)  - David Tickler, Minderoo 
Foundation 

- Jack Kittinger, Conservation 
International 

Participants  - Minderoo Flourishing Oceans 
& Global Fishing Index 

- UCSB + Global Fishing Watch 

- Steering Committee: Jess 
Sparks, Davina Durgana, Mi 
Zhou, Jack Kittinger 

Others to Include  - Sea Around Us, William 
Cheung 

- Ray Hilborn 
- GFI Advisory Board 

- Survivors 
- Frontline Groups 
- Other Researchers (TBD) 

Resources Needed  Will be supported by Minderoo 
post-doctoral fellow (supervised by 
David Tickler); GFW (David 
Kroodsma); UCSB (Gavin). Additional 
support for 
convening by CI if required (but 
doesn’t seem to be necessary at this 
point) 

Jack (CI and ASU/Ocean Nexus) will 
provide an Ocean Nexus Postdoc to 
synthesize data. Postdoc will be 
mentored by steering committee. 
Possible workshop on assumptions 
and risk model needed. 

Victory Statement  1 year from now we will be successful if… 
- Overfishing/stock status database is in place and analyzed as part of 

GFI as well as UCSB/GFW’s workstreams 
- Global slavery prevalence effort is well underway and resourced 

appropriately, with well defined methodology, appropriate data 
collection and analysis underway and perhaps a rough sketch of 
findings that can be cross-verified with expert opinion and other data 
sources 

- Plan in place to merge these two efforts for a more full assessment of 
the links between prevalence and risk of HR abuses and overfishing. 

Launching Step  Our first next step will be to... 
- Hire Minderoo GFI 

post-doctoral fellow, with a 
workplan that networks this 
fellow among Minderoo/ 
GFW/UCSB. 

 
- Write a position description 

for an Ocean Nexus postdoc. 
- Officially form steering 

committee. 
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  - Develop scope of work / ToR for coordination that is needed for both 
research clusters (and among clusters). 

- Ensure post-doctoral fellows are networked with each other. 

 

Phase 2: Supply Chain  

Research Question 
How might we estimate supply chain risk and prevalence of human rights abuse? 

Purpose & Potential Policy Levers 
The existing work in this space is fragmented spatially and temporally, and uses multiple 
different methodologies. The group proposes creating one or two completely new case studies 
in order to showcase a proof-of-concept for corporations to use as a blueprint for 
implementing full supply chain social assurance. The case studies could have two synergistic 
functions: (1) to establish a credible methodology for risk assessment and mitigation actions, 
which can be adopted by corporates and governments, and (2) to motivate corporate action 
through various leverage mechanisms (e.g., expose-based/PR, litigation, reparations.) Another 
goal of this effort would be to ground-truth the geographical hotspots identified by the 
geography research group above.  

Research Methodology Description 
The output of this work would be one or more detailed case studies that thoroughly examine 
multiple different types of supply chains, with actionable recommendations for improving any 
issues uncovered. A diverse steering committee will design best practices for this work, 
including protocols and procedures, standards, and identifying the specific geographies and 
commodities that should be focused on for catalytic impact. Initially the group proposes 
developing a process with rigorous criteria for selecting supply chains across diverse scales, 
geographies, and production modes. Next, this project would review existing methodologies 
(such as the Labor Safe Screen) and explore how to integrate them to create an exportable 
methodology. At the same time, the group proposes building a repository of existing case 
studies, such as those done by Greenpeace. If the project team decides to take a 
expose-based approach, they would engage an investigative journalist working group, but if 
they decide to work alongside businesses, they would enter into strategic partnerships to 
conduct a supply chain analysis. Finally, they would develop data and action points to galvanise 
industry champions. 

Phase 2: Production Mode 

This methodology is less detailed than the other two, but the group agreed it was important to 
revisit and further develop at a later time. 
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Research Question 
How might we contribute to a fuller understanding of the relationship between seafood 
production mode and human rights abuses? 

Purpose & Potential Policy Levers 
Any findings that emerge from efforts to answer the question above could be applied to inform 
national policies that redefine IUU and integrate HR principles into SIMP, international policies 
and regulatory gaps (e.g., EU carding, WTO), and corporate oversight mechanisms for the 
market. 

Research Methodology Description 
This research could happen in three phases. The first phase would focus on identifying 
databases that could be used, including IUU fishing vessels published by Regional Fisheries 
Management Organisations (RFMOs) and fishing vessels that have been subject to an 
INTERPOL Purple Notice (link), UN Survivor Narratives (Jess Sparks), and geographical hotspots 
identified by Global Fisheries Index, Global Fishing Watch, and others. Phase two would identify 
production mode prevalence (wild capture, aquaculture, industrial and artisanal scales) by 
creating a typology of production modes. For the different production modes, then we could 
look at risk indicators within the clusters of jurisdiction, gear/species, ownership/labour (i.e. 
jurisdiction, high seas vs coastal, demographic of crew, flow of people in & out of work, work 
hours, flags and relationship to flag states, physical ownership, use of fishing agents, time at 
sea, etc.) To complement this effort, the group proposes creating a case study compendium of 
existing efforts in this space, such as Greenpeace’s assessment of the Taiwanene Distant Water 
Fishing Longliner Fleet and matching those with similar fisheries without unknown incidences 
of human rights abuses. Finally, in phase three, the researchers could triangulate the findings 
by comparing data trends with civil society and front line organisations’ narratives, unions, and 
government reports, as well as conduct Social Responsibility Assessments at the vessel level 
(using the Monterey Framework.)  

Preliminary Workplan 

We did not develop a workplan for this concept in the workshop, as the group decided 
assessing for production mode would be developed after the geographic hotspot methodology 
to focus on production mode prevalence per EEZ. However, the group did have some 
preliminary thoughts about carrying this work forward. They suggest that we should start by 
assessing the RFMO blacklist for production mode prevalence, and create a compendium of 
HR abuse case studies in fisheries (Greenpeace) and assess for production mode prevalence. 
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III. Logistical Considerations 

We concluded the workshop with a discussion of next steps, coordination mechanisms, and 
topics for future convenings. 

Next Steps 

The conversation of next steps focused on developing outward communications to help 
advance this work and get others involved. We agreed it would be beneficial to develop short 
(2 page) concept notes for each of the methodologies to share with potential collaborators and 
funders, as well as putting together a webinar to summarize the workshop and outputs for the 
broader community.  
 
While the focus of this workshop was understanding the intersection of existing 
methodologies, there are many groups that would need to be involved to take this forward 
(e.g. alignment on campaign methodologies, parallel conversations). For that reason, we 
identified additional people and groups who were not involved in the workshop that we would 
want to bring into conversation. A few specific people identified during our conversation were 
Jessica Spijkers (Stockholm Resilience), Katy Seto (UC Santa Cruz/ W. Africa), and Joeri 
Schoeltans (Uni. Amsterdam).  
 
Finally, we discussed Minderoo Foundation and Nexus’ plans to add capacity to this work, and 
how that could help with coordination, which is covered in detail below. 

Shared Coordination Mechanisms  

In order to be successful working together across so many different organizations and 
geographies, we will need effective coordination mechanisms. We discussed the need for a 
shared coordinator role, that could be created with resources from CI, that can liaise with the 
steering committee and project teams. The first step to creating this position would be to draft 
a terms of reference (ToR) that outlines the envisioned role and responsibilities, which include 
scheduling calls, working with the steering committee(s) to set goals and track progress, 
leading workplanning efforts, and keeping the whole initiative organized. 
 
In addition, we discussed the need for three networked research fellows that could conduct 
the majority of the research with input from a group of interdisciplinary advisors.  
 
Phase 1:  

I. Fisheries Data Research Fellow | This position is already set to be created at the 
Minderoo Foundation, which is hiring a postdoc to support the integration of datasets 
into the Global FIshing Index. They will be able to converse with an analyst at Global 
Fishing Watch to help coordinate efforts there. We expect that they will spend the first 6 
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months focused on fisheries performance data and the latter 6 months they may be 
able to shift focus more to global prevalence of human rights abuses and other social 
issues in fisheries. 

II. Social Responsibility Fellow | This post-doctoral fellow position would be supported 
by the Nippon Nexus initiative. The fellow would be jointly mentored, and hired by Jack 
through ASU.The fellow would focus their efforts on supporting Research Cluster B in 
the Geography working group, and would also work with the supply chain research 
fellow as well as with the Fisheries Data Research Fellow at Minderoo. 

 
Phase 2:  

III. Supply Chain Research Fellow | This position is not yet funded, and the person in 
this role would need to be capable of conducting the analysis outlined in the supply 
chain methodology above, but also act as a project and relationship manager between 
all of the organizations involved in the work. 

 
Topics for Future Conversations 

 

During the workshop, we were not able to dive deep into every important idea raised, so we 
captured some thought-provoking topics that could be focused on in future meetings and 
working sessions.  

- Consider how best to integrate climate change and associated socio-economic 
impacts into our models, such as increased displacement and migration, that could 
feed back into increased marginalization and human rights abuses in fisheries. 

- Focus on the ILO’s definition of decent work and how it applies in fisheries, which 
often have subpar working conditions even in the best of cases. 

- Learn more about survivor voice and how it can be combined with other data sources 
to produce more robust and appropriate research. 

- Go beyond labor abuses and modern slavery and attempt to understand more 
broadly the different types of human rights abuses occurring in fisheries and how to 
prevent them. Related, think about the differences between human rights abuses in 
small-scale fisheries versus large-scale industrial fisheries. 

- Understanding the impact different production modes (e.g. aquaculture and 
wild-capture) have on each other in terms of how they perpetuate unsustainable 
practices and human rights abuses. 

- Question the data-agnosticism that exists in the research community, exploring 
whether there is a responsibility to use data in a specific way or under specific 
conditions to affect change once it is available. 

- Connect research with policy dialogues happening in real time, including the 
FAO fisheries sustainability workshop, or conversations between the Freedom Fund, 
Humanity Unity, and ILO on strategic litigation. 
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- Increase alignment between action-oriented NGOs to ensure that their individual 
theories of change are mutually reinforcing for a greater collective impact, rather than 
causing destructive interference. 

 
 

Annex 1: Workshop Summary 

Day 1 

Our focus for the first day was on coming to a shared understanding of the research needs in 
this space, and start to explore different methodological approaches that the group could take 
to conduct shared research. At the start of the day, we created a vision of the future that 
allowed us to orient toward our shared interest in building a better world. Some of the 
characteristics of this world include fully transparent supply chains, strong governance and 
oversight, more empowered civil society and more justice that is defined by those presently 
incurring injustice, leading to better distribution of prosperity, less opportunity for exploitation, 
improved equity in livelihoods and food security, and markets reinforcing rather than 
undermining human rights. 
 
Next, we discussed the conceptual model which links overfishing and human rights abuses, 
and makes the case for why working at the nexus of these two issues is important. The 
conceptual model was largely based on a similar diagram from Sparks 2018. During the 
discussion an important clarification was made that the distinction between empirical and 
theoretical evidence underlying different parts of the map was something Sparks (2018) 
argued against in her research: considering and including data from survivor narratives, the 
entire map can be empirically supported. Additional feedback was captured and will be used to 
update the conceptual map as this project evolves. Using the conceptual map and the 
underlying conditions, all of the participants were able to communicate to the group about 
which part of the system their work fits into.  
 
We heard three lightning talks from Jess Sparks (University of Nottingham), Gavin McDonald 
(UCSB), and Davina Durgana and David Tickler (Minderoo Foundation).  

- Jess discussed University of Nottingham’s anti-slavery ecosystem project which includes 
sectors such as deforestation, mining, wildlife trafficking, and fishing. She highlighted 
her focus on using social and ecological systems modeling to move from conceptual to 
empirical models that help achieve a better quantification of the problem. She works 
primarily with qualitative data that centers worker and survivor voices.   

- Gavin’s presentation showcased the efforts of UCSB researchers to use vessel level 
tracking combined with ILO’s database of vessels caught using forced labor, to compare 
with compliant vessels and develop criteria for high risk vessels. In spite of the 
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limitations of the data, they have identified a few risk criteria, including characteristics of 
AIS transmission, fishery type, vessel flags, and ports visited. 

- David and Davina presented the work of Minderoo on the Global Slavery Index and the 
partnership with WalkFree, Sea Around Us, and University of Western Australia to look 
for patterns and drivers of forced labor in the fishing industry. They acknowledged that 
the focus of these models tend to be on developing countries due to limitations such as 
lack of formal census data. 

 
Following the lightning talks, we reviewed the insights and gaps identified in the current body 
of literature on human rights abuses in fisheries by geography, supply chain, and production 
mode.  

- The discussion raised in the geography section primarily focused on the need for 
stronger representation of survivor voices, paired with questions around how to use 
anecdotal data or qualitative data to tune quantitative models. There are survivor 
narratives available through University of Nottingham (Jess Sparks) and ILO’s database 
of abandoned fishers (Mi Zhou).  

- The discussion of labor abuse in the supply chain raised the issue of capacity for 
oversight being drastically different in processing facilities versus on the high seas. We 
also discussed the connections between aquaculture and wild-capture supply chains, 
including feed inputs and laundering through transshipment. There was a suggestion to 
look more closely at the first ports vessels visit as well.  

- Discussion of production mode focused largely on aquaculture as a growing sector. We 
hypothesize that any nascent problems in aquaculture are going to be orders of 
magnitude higher in the coming years given the growth of the sector. Case studies 
referenced that support this idea include: Business + Human Rights Center’s case study 
on aquaculture and human rights abuses; Chilean aquaculture and labour conditions; 
aquaculture in Lake Victoria Basin; ILO + MBARI’s work on the role of intermediaries in 
small scale aquaculture processing; and Better Work’s program on improving 
conditions in apparel factories and processing plants.  

 
For the rest of the first day, participants self-selected into three groups (geography, supply 
chain, production mode) where they discussed and revised the draft methodological 
approaches. We concluded with a report out. 
 

Day 2 

The second day, we sought to gain a better understanding of how the results of research can 
be used to affect policy change on the ground, so that we could revise the draft 
methodological approaches to be more impact-focused. 
 
We started the day with four lightning talks from Andy Shen, Greenpeace; Art Para, Oxfam; Val 
Farabee, Liberty Shared; and Siddarth Kara. Andy shared ILRF and GreenPeace’s 2016 global 
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campaign which focused on illegal fishing and labor abuses in the supply chains connected to 
Thai Union with a goal to end transshipment at sea. Art presented Oxfam’s Behind the Barcode 
campaign, which produced a scorecard based on supermarkets' policies and practices on 
human rights in their supply chains. Val offered insights on Liberty Shared’s approach to 
cutting off funding that fuels human trafficking by using international anti-money laundering 
laws to hold banks accountible.  Siddarth shared his experience working on human rights 
abuse and modern slavery across other sectors, and focused on the case for strategic litigation 
to hold corporations accountable for verifying responsible practices throughout their entire 
supply chains. 
 
Following the presentations we had a long discussion aimed at translating key insights raised 
from the presentations into feedback that could be used to improve the draft methodologies.   
 
In the afternoon, participants reorganized themselves into groups and worked on refining their 
methodology concepts, drawing them on flipchart paper to share. We reviewed the concepts 
together and provided feedback which the groups took back for another round of revisions. 
 

Day 3 

On the final day of the workshop, we endeavored to produce a refined version of the 
methodology concepts, accompanied by a rough workplan which included next steps, a 
timeline, resources required, and responsibilities. Based on who was in attendance for the final 
day, as well as time constraints, we decided to focus the group work on two of the three 
methodologies: geography and supply chain. However, we plan to revisit the production 
modes methodology in the future, as well as consider in the shorter term how it can integrate 
with the other two. 
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Burmese migrant workers at the Pae Pla Pier in Mahachai, Thailand (2014). Solidarity Center/Jeanne Hallacy. 
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Document Summary 
This report was prepared for Conservation International as a pre-reading for the Overfishing and Human 
Rights Abuses in Global Fisheries workshop that will take place on October 7th-9th, 2019 in San 
Francisco, CA.  
 
After defining key terms, we present a review of the literature, summarized with a conceptual model 
linking declining fish stocks in the world’s oceans and human rights abuses in the global seafood sector. 
Accompanying the conceptual model is a list of the common underlying conditions that enable the 
feedback loop between overfishing and human rights abuses, including rising demand, opaque supply 
chains, and weak governance.  
 
The second part of the document describes existing and ongoing research into human rights abuses 
and overfishing, and identifies gaps in the research. Suggestions for future research to fill these gaps are 
provided.  
 
Finally, we suggest approaches for integrated research efforts that would address current gaps in the 
data and provide critical information to inform solutions that address both overfishing and human rights 
abuses including international policy, domestic policy, and market initiatives. These approaches will be 
discussed and modified with expert input from the workshop. 
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I. Definitions & Conceptual Model 
What do human rights abuses in fisheries look like? What drives fishery overexploitation? How are they 
related? 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Defining Human Rights Abuse 
The Monterey Framework, supported and developed by the Coalition for Socially Responsible Seafood in 
2017, defines three areas for social responsibility in fisheries: (1) basic human rights, dignity, and access 
to resources; (2) equality and equal opportunity to benefit; (3) livelihoods and food security (Figure 1). 
Human rights abuses can occur across all three of these areas, as individuals and 
communities are denied access to the associated rights and opportunities.  
 

Figure 1. The “Monterey framework” for social responsibility, developed by an expert working group and endorsed by 20+ 
organizations in the Coalition for Socially Responsible Seafood, including environmental and social nonprofit organizations, 
academic researchers, consultants, and other key experts.

 
 
We focus the literature review primarily on forced labor and labor rights abuses at sea because it is 
difficult to find information about the broader ecosystem of human rights abuses that may be linked to 
overfishing, perhaps because of the methodological challenges associated with systematically 
categorizing and linking these incidents. 
 

Forced Labor & Modern Slavery in Fisheries 
Much of the work on human rights abuses in fisheries is focused, within the broader category of labor 
rights, on detecting and addressing forced labor and modern slavery at sea. Slavery can be defined as 
“controlling a person in such a way as to significantly deprive that person of his or her individual liberty, 
with the intent of exploitation through the use, management, purchase, sale, profit, transfer or disposal 
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of that person” (Allain & Bales 2012) and modern slavery often looks different than historical slavery. The 
three forms of slavery prevalent today are (1) chattel slavery, in which people are born, captured, or 
sold into permanent slavery; (2) debt bondage slavery, in which people pledge themselves against loans 
for an undefined length of time, but their labour does not diminish the debt due to extortionate interest 
rates or false accounting, and; (3) contract slavery where fake employment contracts lure workers into 
the trafficking and enslavement process (Gold et al. 2015; Bales and Trodd, 2013; Bales 2016; Kara 
2017). Contract and debt bondage slavery are prevalent in the fishing industry, and can be hard for 
supply chain managers to recognize as slave holders use commonly-occurring business mechanisms 
(e.g., loans and contracts) to hide the enslavement (Gold et al. 2015).  
 
Slavery is broader than forced labor. All slavery involves forced labor but not all forced labor involves 
slavery (Jordan 2011). The ILO Forced Labour Convention No. 29 defines forced or compulsory labour as 
“all work or service which is exacted from any person under the menace of any penalty and for which the 
said person has not offered himself voluntarily” (ILO Convention No. 29, art. 2.1) or for which such work 
is demanded as repayment of a debt. The concept of “penalty” implies the threat of physical violence, 
confinement or restrictions on movement, monetary sanctions, and loss of rights and privileges.  
 
Individuals that belong to marginalized groups (e.g. indigenous peoples, tribal groups, refugees, 
migrants) are often targeted for trafficking and forced labor, and as the environment upon which they 
depend is destroyed and socio-economic conditions worsen, so does their susceptibility to exploitation 
(Bales et al. 2009; Bales 2016). In fisheries, commonly migrants or other marginalized groups are 
targeted by recruiters who seem to offer a good employment opportunity, but often deceive the 
trafficked workers about the terms of employment, withhold their identity documents and wages to 
restrict their ability to leave, and even force them to work under threat of violence to pay off an 
unspecified amount of debt linked to the costs of recruitment (Human Rights Watch 2018).  
 
Listed below are several conditions identified by CIPS-Walk Free (2013) that may indicate the presence of 
slave labor in any industry. Gold et al. (2015) qualifies that different indicators than these are needed to 
actually detect issues in fishery supply chains. 

● Low worker protection due to inadequate laws, enforcement, and government accountability 
● High percentage of working poor 
● Lack of other employment opportunities and domination of labour market by one or a few 

employers 
● Agent-based recruitment of labourers 
● Social acceptance of worker exploitation 
● Widespread discrimination against certain groups of workers 
● High percentage of migrants or minorities in the workforce 
● Location of production activities in conflict zones 
● High proportion of low skilled labour in industries such as raw material extracting and/or 

processing industries 
 
Lewis et al. (2017) compiled a list of case studies from EJF, ILO, ILRF, USDOS, UNIAP and others of human 
rights and labor abuse in seafood supply chains, including examples of recruitment under false 
pretenses, 20 hour workdays, child labor, physical and mental abuse, abandonment, murder, and 
withholding of pay and identifying documents. These abuses, which co-occur with other problematic 
working conditions such as improper hygiene, lack of communication or fire safety equipment, 
substandard food, and poor accommodations, may be driven by economic pressures exacerbated by 
decreasing catch (EJF 2010). 
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Defining Fishery Overexploitation 
Fisheries become overexploited through pressure on fish stocks from the interaction of multiple 
stressors including overfishing, climate change impacts, and other anthropogenic threats such as coastal 
pollution.  
 
Overexploitation is the rate of exploitation where so many fish are being removed from the population 
that the stock falls below the size that would support the fishery’s long term maximum potential yield. 
Fully-exploited fisheries are just beneath that threshold, where the current harvest will not jeopardize 
the future abundance of the fish. FAO estimates that 60% of world fisheries are fully exploited and at 
least 33% of fisheries are considered overexploited (FAO 2018). A recent analysis re-analyzing FAO data 
using new modelling approaches found that up to half of global fisheries stocks may be overexploited 
(Rosenberg et al. 2017). 
 
Overfishing impacts fish stock abundance, size, age to maturity, and quality of the fish that is available 
(Pandolfi 2009; Zeller et al. 2017; Sparks 2018). This drives changes in fisher behavior which can 
exacerbate overexploitation, such as discarding smaller fish to make room for larger, more valuable fish 
to land. In the absence of effective controls on catch, fishermen typically respond by increasing their 
fishing effort: fishing longer, further, deeper, with bigger nets, larger boats, and so on. 
 

Relationship Between IUU, High Seas, & Distant Water Fishing 
As fish stocks decline and shift offshore (FAO 2012), vessels are traveling farther out to sea (ILO 2013). 
Heavily subsidized industrial fishing fleets have doubled the distance they travel to fishing grounds since 
1950 but catch only a third of what they did 65 years ago per kilometre travelled (Tickler et al. 2018). This 
high seas fleet is subsidized by around $4.2 billion USD in government subsidies, and 54% of the 
present high seas fishing grounds are only profitable because of these subsidies (Sala et al. 2018).  
 
While fishing on the high seas isn’t inherently illegal or unsustainable, distant water fishing by high seas 
fleets is often associated with activities that have a high potential to be illegal. Distant-water fishing fleets 
(DWF) are the fishing vessels that operate within the 200 mile Exclusive Economic Zones (EEZs) of other 
countries, and less often further offshore, in what is known as the high seas. On the high seas, no 
individual country has jurisdiction and therefore oversight of fishing, let alone labor practices, is 
extremely limited (Tickler et al. 2018). As vessels fish in more remote locations for longer periods of time 
they are incentivized to take advantage of the low risk of being caught for labor abuses and illegal fishing 
activities, particularly as fuel and operating costs increase and catches decline (Lewis et al. 2017). Forced 
labor is more common on boats that stay out at sea longer (Urbina 2015).  
 
Illegal, unregulated, and unreported (IUU) fishing is any violation of national or international 
conservation and management laws, which includes: unauthorized transshipments to cargo vessels, 
fishing without licenses and failing to report or submitting false catch data, fishing in protected areas, 
and using prohibited fishing gear (NOAA). IUU and fishing by distant water fleets (DWF) are not 
synonymous, but there is overlap in the activities associated with DWF and IUU fishing, including: 

● Fishing on the high seas, outside of EEZ and regional fisheries management organizations 
(RFMOs) monitoring environments.  
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● Flying flags of convenience, whereby vessel owners choose to fly a flag that is unassociated with 
the owner’s nationality. This practice is often used to avoid operational restrictions, cut labor 
costs, avoid taxation, and reduce expenses of other legal requirements. 

● Engaging in transshipment, the transfer of fish at sea to “reefer” vessels, which can be used to 
obscure product source and for which many have documented severe human rights abuses. 

● Engaging in intensive fishing effort. 
● Fishing in regions where there is a high prevalence of IUU activity. Undoubtedly DWF are 

responsible for a significant portion of this activity. (CEA 2018) 
 
Although positive benefits can accrue in the form of economic benefits to host nations, the impacts of 
distant water fleets are almost universally negative (Bonfil et al. 1998). In Namibia, the presence of DWF 
resulted in reduced standing biomass of 16% (Sumaila et al. 2000). It is difficult to estimate exactly how 
much these DWF are catching because frequently what is caught outside EEZs goes underreported or 
completely unreported (CEA 2018). This further contributes to fishery overexploitation indirectly by 
increasing the likelihood of “legal” overfishing, whereby quotas or effort restrictions for regulated 
fisheries are set too high because the data upon which these decisions are made do not adequately 
represent the true amount of fishing (Sparks 2018). It is important to understand that IUU and DWF are 
not solely responsible for overfishing, but contribute to uncertainty around the current status of many 
stocks and therefore how many fish can be safely extracted in total.  
 

Socio-economic Impacts of Fishery Overexploitation 
Low income and developing countries often lack the capacity to participate in fishing the high seas, yet 
disproportionately incur the burden of declining stocks (Teh et al., 2016; White & Costello, 2014).  
 
Overexploitation of fisheries by all types of fishing, not just the types discussed above, has numerous 
negative socioeconomic consequences with an outsized impact on vulnerable populations, including the 
poor, women, indigenous communities, and other marginalized groups (Sparks 2018; and others). 
Declining fish stocks and lower catches can mean lower incomes for those who depend on fishing for 
their livelihood (Pew 2010). Those fishers with the fewest resources may have less capacity for 
adaptation to other fisheries, such as lack of capital to switch to new gears or smaller boats that do not 
allow them to go further to sea to exploit other fish stocks. Many fishers are uneducated and unskilled, 
so cannot easily transition to new livelihoods. Fishing is often considered an occupation of last resort for 
the poor (although some authors dispute this characterization), and can serve as a safety net that fishers 
may transition in and out of when they need the income. In many places fisheries are an important 
source of livelihoods for women as well, who may work cleaning, drying, or selling fish, or in processing, 
bringing in additional income to their households. 
 
Seafood also provides an important source of nutrition and food security for many coastal communities. 
In poor communities, many community members may engage in subsistence fishing on a part-time or 
seasonal basis. Seafood provides a source of cheap, nutritious protein for many communities, and 3 out 
of 7 people globally rely on fish as a primary source of protein (FAO 2016). Seafood also contains 
numerous micronutrients that are critical for fighting malnutrition and may be essential for vulnerable 
populations such as pregnant women and children. Overexploitation of fish stocks can jeopardize the 
food and nutrition security of already marginalized people and communities.  
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CONCEPTUAL MODEL 
Fishery overexploitation and human rights abuses are theoretically linked through a positive feedback 
loop where increasing exploitation leads to negative socio-economic impacts on vulnerable groups, and 
visa versa. This feedback loop drives labor exploitation by increasing the socio-economic vulnerability of 
marginalized and subsistence communities to becoming exploited. Quota restrictions and declining fish 
stocks in many regions of the world have led to destitute fishers and fishing communities are deprived 
of their livelihoods and of an important food source. The socio-economic conditions generated by 
overfishing may make fishers and fishing communities vulnerable to recruitment into criminal activities. 
(De Coning 2011) 
 
At the same time, depleted stocks drive increased fishing effort (fishing farther, deeper, and longer), and 
thereby costs, increasing the demand for cheap labor to offset the loss in profit. This temporarily 
increases profits for one party at the expense of the persons being exploited, in turn contributes even 
further to overfishing of fishery resources. A conceptual map of this cycle, described by Sparks (2018), 
Bales (2016), and others is shown in Figure 2.  
 
In a letter to the Special Rapporteur on Human Rights and the Environment, “Tragedy in the Marine 
Commons: The Intertwined Exploitation of Ocean Ecosystems and Fisheries Workers” (Trent et al. 2016) 
several organizations and experts eloquently summarize this cycle:  
 

“Recent and ongoing investigations of fisheries have revealed a symbiotic relationship between 
overfishing and labour abuse. The rapid declines in fish stocks over the last century cited above have 
made it harder for many fishing businesses to be profitable. Fewer fish prompts vessels to go further 
out to sea and fish for longer periods of time using unsustainable methods, many of which fall under 
IUU fishing. To compensate for the higher costs of distant water fishing, underhanded operators turn 
to illegal trafficking networks to supply cheap labour at the expense of vulnerable populations, often 
migrant workers. Thus, the same lack of monitoring, control, and enforcement that allows IUU 
fishing to deter conservation goals and deplete our oceans of life is simultaneously 
contributing to the exploitation of workers in the fishing sector. The result is an alarming cycle of 
environmental degradation and human rights abuse, which exacerbate and perpetuate each other.” 

 
As the relationship between human rights abuses and fishery overexploitation has become more clear, 
many initiatives have started to research specific linkages in the system. There is still a need to take a 
coordinated, broader view to identify and overcome knowledge gaps across the entire system in order 
to pinpoint the most effective levers to disrupt the cycle. 
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Figure 2. A conceptual map of the relationship between overexploitation of fish stocks and increasing 
socio-economic vulnerability, adapted from Sparks (2018), resulting in a variety of human rights abuses including 
labor exploitation. Sparks (2018) highlights the disparity in the part of the system that is supported in the literature 
by empirical studies (green triangle), versus the area predominantly supported by human rights theory constructed 
from in-depth case studies with victims, survivors, and offenders (yellow triangle). 
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UNDERLYING CONDITIONS 
The cycle above persists because of multiple underlying conditions that facilitate the connections 
between overfishing and human rights abuse. These include: 
 

● Global fishery overcapitalization and subsidies (~$35 million USD) that offset rising 
operational costs that would otherwise encourage a reduction in fishing capacity (Trent et al. 
2016; Beddington et al. 2007; Sumaila et al. 2008). Similarly, unpaid or underpaid labor (and 
reduced expenditure on safe conditions for crew) acts as a hidden subsidy to vessel operators 
under pressure to cut costs because of failing stock productivity and declining financial returns 
(Tickler et al. 2018; ILO 2009).  

● Transshipment can facilitate both illegal fishing as well as trafficking and exploitation of 
workers who are trapped and abused onboard fishing vessels (Ewell et al. 2017; Boerder et al. 
2018; Miller et al. 2018; Pew 2018).  

● Flags of Convenience help vessels that fish illegally and engage in human trafficking to escape 
detection and avoid legal consequences (Gianni & Simpson 2005). 

● Opaque supply chains that hide exploitative activities, both in terms of fishing and human 
rights abuses, even from seafood companies that want to source sustainably, let alone those 
who are only interested in meeting the bare minimum legal requirements for transparency and 
traceability (Gold et al. 2015; Lewis et al. 2017). 

● Rising consumer demand for cheap seafood, primarily in the most developed countries, that 
has surpassed the production capabilities of their own waters. (Sparks et al. 2018; Pauly & Zeller 
2016) 

● DWF and IUU fishing, which both undermine efforts to sustainably manage fisheries and are 
more likely to perpetrate human rights abuses at sea (Tickler et al. 2018; GSI 2018; CEA 2018).  

● Ineffective fisheries management and governance practices, particularly for highly 
migratory species and transboundary stocks. This includes enacting policies that manage the 
stock correctly, and in a timely fashion to reflect changes in abundance, as well as capacity for 
enforcement of regulations. This is a challenge everywhere in the world, but developing 
countries may struggle with these challenges even more due to capacity and resource 
limitations, as well as reliance on DWF for revenue. 

● Regulatory gaps that inhibit minimum international labor protections for fishery 
workers, both on paper and in practice. Many countries have not signed on to the relevant 
treaties, and even those international agreements that do exist have loopholes that exclude 
protection for fishers working in international waters, and vulnerable groups like migrant 
workers (Sparks 2018; Decker Sparks & Silva 2018).  
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II. State of Knowledge - Prevalence & Risk of Human 
Rights Abuses in Fisheries 
What efforts have been made to assess prevalence and risk of human rights abuses in fisheries? What 
are they focused on? What insights have they provided? What gaps still exist? 

OVERVIEW 
While still a relatively nascent area of research, there have been a number of research projects that have 
investigated human rights abuses in fisheries in recent years. Some of these have been case studies of 
particular fisheries or regions, while others have taken a broader approach and analyzed global data 
sets. Here we summarize some of the ongoing research projects in this area and the insights they have 
provided, in hopes of summarizing what is known in this area and in identifying some gaps that still exist 
in the research. We have focused most heavily on those research efforts that explicitly or implicitly link 
human rights abuses with overexploitation of fish stocks or IUU fishing, although many research efforts 
focus more heavily on one area or the other.  
 
There is good evidence that declining fish stocks are a driver of forced labor slavery and vice versa, but 
there are many barriers to determining the strength of this relationship (Sparks 2018). One challenge is 
estimating the total among of forced labor slavery on fishing vessels and in supply chains. A gap in this 
research is the lack of more quantitative data to test for correlation and the strength of the relationship 
between variables, and to understand which factors are in fact mediating or moderating variables.  

RESEARCH ON GEOGRAPHIC PREVALENCE & RISK 

Findings 
Global analyses of forced labor or human rights abuse in fisheries have found the issue to be 
pervasive, but typically concentrated in a few specific geographies. Understanding the 
geographic distribution of human rights abuse and where the hotspots occur is complex as it 
requires considering where the labor is sourced from, where the fishing is taking place, what 
flag state the vessel is under, and who owns the fishing vessel. 
 
Recent research by the Walk Free Foundation and The Sea Around Us Project (Tickler et al. 2018) 
examined the relationship between country-level estimates of slavery provided by the Global Slavery 
Index (GSI) and a number of fisheries-specific characteristics, and found that country-level slavery 
estimates correlated positively with levels of unreported catch, and negatively with the landed value of 
catch, suggesting a potential relationship between slavery and the poor performance of a country’s 
fisheries. The paper identified Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa, and parts of South America as regional 
hotspots for a confluence of these variables. Further analysis grouped major fishing nations by key 
variables using Principal Component Analysis, and found that countries with documented instances of 
labor abuse were characterized by high levels of unreported catch, a high proportion of catch taken 
outside of their EEZs, fishing occurring a long distance from home waters, and higher than average 
fishing subsidy levels. The paper identified Taiwan, South Korea, Russia, China, Japan, Spain, and 
Thailand in the cluster of countries meeting each of these variables, meaning they can be identified as 
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having a higher risk of modern slavery in their fishing fleets. These countries generate 39 percent of the 
world’s catch, and with the exception of Spain, modern slavery has been identified in all of their fisheries. 
A second grouping of countries included Chile, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Mexico, Morocco, Peru, the 
Philippines, and Vietnam. These countries do not have large distant-water fleets but they do have a 
large volume of low-value fisheries occurring in their own EEZs, making them more susceptible to forced 
labor in their own domestic fisheries.  
 
Jessica Sparks (University of Nottingham) investigated how various stakeholders working in global slavery 
hotspots and with expertise in human rights and fisheries conceptualize the linkages between a number 
of different variables related to modern slavery and overexploitation of fisheries. In terms of geography, 
participants cited Cambodia, Indonesia, India, Myanmar, and the Philippines as the countries of origin 
for many modern slavery victims, and Thailand, Spain, China, and Taiwan as the countries most 
frequently cited as the origin for vessels participating in forced labor or human trafficking. Participants 
mentioned Senegal, South Africa, and Indonesia as countries where forced labor was occurring in 
their waters, and the Indian and southern Pacific Oceans as the regions where forced labor was 
most likely to occur on the high seas. The map below shows all of the countries identified as having a 
relationship to forced labor in fishing in this research, demonstrating the pervasiveness of this issue in 
global fisheries (Figure 3). Sparks also has a number of new research projects underway looking at the 
intersection of human rights abuse and fisheries in various geographies and at various scales, including 
in: the United States; the EU; British Overseas Territories; the UK, Peru, and Palau; and the Sundarbans 
(Bangladesh and India). Each of these investigates various levels of the supply chain (Personal 
Communication).  
 
The UCSB Team (Gavin McDonald, Chris Costello, and others) have two ongoing research projects, both 
focused on analyzing data from Global Fishing Watch and other sources at the global level to derive 
forced labor risk scores for vessels and then compare these with stock status data and spatial catch 
data.  
 
The Center for Ocean Solutions and SeaBOS The Center for Ocean Solutions and SeaBOS are partnering 
on a global analysis using data from Global Fishing Watch, expert input, and additional contextual 
governance and social indicators to identify areas of risk for IUU and labor abuse at sub-national scales, 
primarily in industrial fisheries (Elizabeth Selig, personal communication).  
 
A report by the UN Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) (de Coning 2011) investigated incidences of 
human rights abuses in fisheries around the world, and found that they were often linked to marine 
living resource crimes (IUU fishing). They found linkages to organized crime in these cases of IUU fishing, 
and sought to determine what factors made particular fishing vessels or fishers vulnerable to 
engagement in organized crime.  
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Figure 3. Countries identified as having linkages to forced labor (Sparks 2018). 
 
 
Thailand and the Mekong Delta region are considered a hotspot for forced labor and human 
rights abuse in fisheries, and much of the research has been focused on this region. 
 
Human rights abuses on Thai fishing vessels are well-documented at this point, with most issues 
concerning the abuse of migrants from Cambodia, Laos, or Myanmar (e.g., Human Rights Watch 2010, 
Issara Institute 2017, ILO 2013). Issues described in Thai fisheries go beyond just forced labor to also 
include physical abuse, debt bondage, preventing fishers from leaving the boats, taking their 
identification documents, and other issues. Because the fishers subject to these abuses are typically 
migrants, they are often afraid of deportation if they report such abuse.   
 
Thai fishing vessels engaging in forced labor and debt bondage are often fishing in Indonesian or 
Malaysian waters - there are well-known accounts of fishers escaping the vessels in Indonesia only to 
be stranded there, and in some cases seeking work in Indonesia on fishing vessels, only to find 
themselves trapped in another exploitative scenario (Greenpeace 2015).  
 
 
While many research projects and investigative reports have focused specifically on Thailand 
as a hotspot for forced labor in the fishing industry, a number of research projects and case 
studies have reported on the practice in other geographies. Importantly, these span the 
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spectrum of developed and developing economies. These cases are often based on where 
human rights abuses have been anecdotally reported or where they have been investigated 
by authorities, rather than systematic research into the presence or absence of human rights 
and labor abuse.   
 
Verité investigated the presence of indicators of forced labor among workers in jermals, or fishing 
platforms, blast fishing, and small-boat anchovy fishing in Indonesia, including North Sumatra and 
South Sulawesi. The researchers conducted interviews and surveys with fishers and uncovered a variety 
of indicators of labor and human rights abuses in these fisheries and in associated processing facilities 
ranging from low wages to physical violence to child labor. The use of jermals is in significant decline and 
likely to be completely phased out soon, partly in response to scrutiny on the part of the Indonesian 
government of child labor on the jermals. Blast fishing is a form of illegal fishing in Indonesia, and the 
report found that many of the workers were children who were often exposed to hazardous conditions, 
but because the activity is illegal, there is no oversight of working conditions by Indonesian authorities.   
 
A study by the Nexus Institute and the International Organization of Migration (Surtees 2012) 
documented the experiences of Ukrainian nationals who were trafficked into working in fisheries in 
Russia and South Korea. Unlike in some other well-documented cases, these fishers signed onto 
recruitment agencies, and in many cases were experienced fishers or seafarers, rather than unskilled 
laborers. In this study, most of the fishers were recruited to work on illegal Russian crabbing vessels, 
while one worker was transported to South Korea to work on an offshore processing platform.  
 
Greenpeace (2016) investigated pervasive issues of human rights and labor abuses in Taiwan’s distant 
water fishing fleet through interviews with fishers and researchers. They found widespread labor and 
human rights abuse and physical violence, along with IUU fishing and even drug trafficking aboard 
vessels. They also found that many of these vessels were engaged in shark finning in addition to tuna 
fishing, highlighting another linkage between IUU fishing and human rights abuse, where those fishers 
subject to forced labor, physical violence, or other abuses may be less likely to report illegal activity such 
as shark finning. The victims of human rights abuse on the Taiwanese vessels are typically migrants or 
foreign workers - in one case study, a vessel stopped in Palau to pick up Indonesian crew members 
hired through an Indonesian recruitment agency.  
 
The Greenpeace (2016) report also describes a human trafficking ring set up previously in Cambodia, 
which recruited Cambodian workers to fishing vessels in places including South Africa, Senegal, 
Mauritius, and Fiji, with the majority of these workers going to Taiwanese fishing vessels. There is 
evidence that the Cambodian recruitment operation was ultimately run by Taiwanese nationals.  
 
A report by the Environmental Justice Foundation (2019) provides case studies of human rights abuse in 
a number of geographies, including: United Kingdom, Ireland, Spain, United Arab Emirates, Indonesia, 
Myanmar, Cambodia, Thailand, Vietnam, Taiwan, and Hawaii. The UNODC report (2011) conducted a 
review of existing information (at the time) of organized crime and human trafficking in the industry, and 
found reports of, among others: child trafficking in fisheries in Ghana and Sierra Leone, foreign trawlers 
engaging in illegal fishing in Guinean waters with fishers subject to forced labor, Vietnamese fishers 
escaping abusive forced labor conditions on a boat in South Africa, and victims of human trafficking 
rescued in Costa Rica from Indonesia, China, Philippines, and Taiwan. 
 
Stringer et al (2016) investigated the incidence of forced labor on fishing vessels in New Zealand using 
the ILO/EC indicators of human trafficking for forced labor and found that this did occur in New Zealand 
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waters aboard South Korean fishing vessels. Most of these workers were Indonesian nationals who 
had often been recruited through brokers.  
 
The Sea Around Us Project has come up with a number of estimates of IUU fishing. Agnew et al. (2009) 
developed the first global estimates for illegal and unreported fishing broken down by EEZ and high 
seas region. They found illegal and unreported fishing was highest in the Eastern Central Atlantic. They 
also found a relationship between the amount of illegal fishing activity in a country and a set of 
governance indicators, demonstrating that as countries improved their governance, illegal fishing 
generally declined over time. While not directly related to human rights abuses, these indicators may 
also have a relationship with the likelihood of human rights abuse.   
 
There are limited studies of abuses occurring domestically within a country’s own EEZ or in 
small scale fisheries, one notable exception being a study in Indonesia. 
 
Jones et al. (2019) conducted an in-depth study of working conditions for Indonesia’s fishers and found 
that human rights abuses were common for these fishers fishing within their own EEZ, challenging the 
often-held assumption that this problem is limited to migrant fishers. The study found that these fishers 
were recruited from the inland areas of Indonesia by intermediaries and subject to poor wages, forced 
labor, and were not provided with contracts, and yet the seafood they were catching was entering the 
global supply chain with little scrutiny applied.  
 

Geographical Research Gaps 
While some of the research described above makes it clear that the practice of forced labor in 
fisheries is geographically widespread, much of the research is focused on known hot spots 
for this activity. There is a clear need to focus on these areas, yet this focus also makes the research 
into hot spots somewhat self-reinforcing. In analyzing global fisheries and slavery data together, 
research by Tickler et al. (2018) does provide additional insight into other geographies where forced 
labor may be occurring, but as the paper notes, it is limited by the assumption that slavery rates on 
fishing vessels tracks with slavery rates at a country level, which often is not the case. Continued 
research into known hot spots will be important, but there is also a need to focus on geographies which 
have been identified as being at-risk of forced labor or slavery, but for which country- or regional-scale 
research has not been conducted. In particular, Tickler et al. identified sub-Saharan Africa and parts of 
South America along with Asia as potential hot spots at risk for slavery, but the majority of research has 
been focused on Asia.  
 
The ILO (2013) noted in their report on human rights abuse in fisheries:  

Research into deceptive and coercive labour practices in the fisheries sector is not 
comprehensive or coordinated. Rather, a common denominator of most empirical research 
conducted on forced labour and human trafficking in the fisheries sector is that it is case driven 
or coincidental to broader research questions into, for instance, conditions of migrant labourers 
or criminal activities at sea. The literature is therefore fragmented and often anecdotal, providing 
little insight into the prevalence of forced labour and human trafficking in the fisheries sector.  

 
Another significant research gap is into other types of human rights abuse outside of slavery 
and forced labor. While some of the case study literature and country-level research addresses other 
types of human rights abuse such as low wages, poor working/living conditions, and physical or 
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psychological abuse, this is generally absent from the global-scale studies because of the difficulty of 
obtaining data on these types of issues at a broader scale. More research into the conditions under 
which these types of conditions exist and the types of fisheries they exist in  could help to identify 
specific factors within the fisheries that may correlate to broader human rights abuse and identify 
fisheries or regions for further research.  
 

RESEARCH ON SUPPLY CHAIN PREVALENCE & RISK 

Findings 
The vast majority of research on labor abuse in fisheries is focused at the harvest stage of the 
supply chain, on industrial fisheries, and often on those fishing in the high seas or outside of 
their own EEZs. Transshipment (reefer) vessels have been identified as a necessary link in 
allowing these practices to persist, by enabling vessels to stay at sea for months or years, 
transferring fish and/or crew without coming to port.  
 
Oceana researchers using Global Fishing Watch data (Oceana 2019) analyzed the activity of three 
specific vessels, two fishing vessels and one transshipment (reefer) vessel, with a known history of 
human rights abuses. They found they were able to use vessel track data for these three specific vessels 
to visualize and detect new suspicious behaviors linked to illegal fishing activities, including staying at sea 
for extended periods of time, evading public tracking systems (AIS) while likely fishing illegally within an 
EEZ, and avoiding ports known to enforce regulations. This study highlights the utility of using these data 
for detecting illegal behavior, and the lack of transparency that leads to vessels with known histories of 
human rights abuses continuing to operate and continuing to engage in illegal fishing behaviors. 
 
A well-known investigation by the Associated Press in 2014 not only identified forced labor in a Thai 
fishery, but traced the shipment of seafood caught by vessels known to be engaging in human rights 
abuses to a subsidiary of Thai Union, one of the world’s largest seafood brands. The subsidiary company 
operated a number of reefer vessels, several of which were implicated in either human trafficking or 
illegal fishing or both in waters off Indonesia and Papua New Guinea (Greenpeace 2015).  
 
Another report by Greenpeace (2016) on Taiwanese tuna fishing vessels found that transshipment at 
sea enabled both IUU fishing and human rights abuse to occur undetected, and the tuna caught 
entered the supply chain to eventually be eaten by consumers in the US, the EU, and elsewhere.   
 
By contrast, work by Ford et al. (2018) used Social Network Analysis to highlight the links between 
bunker (fuel) vessels and fishing vessels possibly engaged in illegal fishing activity and/or human rights 
abuses. They suggest that identifying and tracking bunker vessels may be one way to identify and track 
IUU networks, which are by definition challenging to identify.  
 
 
Identifying labor abuse further up in the supply chain has not been a significant focus of 
much research to date, and the complexity of supply chains makes this very difficult.  
 
Some investigative journalism reports have described human rights and labor abuse in seafood 
processing in Thailand in particular, with a focus on shrimp processing. Thai shrimp processors 
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employing migrant workers from Myanmar have been found to engage in bonded labor, physical 
abuse, intimidation, and poor working conditions. Some of the workers found in these plants are 
children (Pulitzer Center 2012). This has not seen the same focus within the academic literature, 
however. One report in the UNODC (2011) Report cites research that women are trafficked internally 
within India to work in the fish processing industry, and children are trafficked into Bangladesh’s 
shrimp processing industry.  
 
The Labor Safe Screen tool (Nakamura et al. 2018) is focused on identifying potential slavery risks at all 
levels of the supply chain. This tool is designed to allow users (namely, seafood companies) to assess 
whether there is a likelihood of the existence of forced labor anywhere within the supply chain for a 
particular product. The tool first assigns a risk score for products based on country of origin, and then 
maps the supply chain for a particular products that fall above a certain risk score, and the human 
rights data associated with the geographies represented by the supply chain. The tool then uses an 
algorithm to calculate risk for the at-sea portion of the supply chain, and then uses online surveys to 
collect information from product suppliers to understand where there are risks or lack of transparency 
within the supply chain.  
 
Jessica Sparks (University of Nottingham) is currently engaged in research projects that focus on the 
harvest, post-harvest, and processing stages of the supply chain in various geographies (see above).  
 
The Danish Institute on Human Rights is working on a five-year project (2018-2022, supported by Sida). 
By documenting and addressing human rights impact and implications, the project seeks promote a 
sustainable development of the fisheries and aquaculture sectors. The project is developing a human 
rights impact assessment of the salmon aquaculture sector in Chile and of the Small-Scale Fisheries 
sector in Bangladesh. Moreover, it is developing human rights-based guidance and policy 
recommendations for State Authorities, companies, civil society organisations and National Human 
Rights Institutions, mainly focusing on the implementation of the UN Guiding Principles on Business and 
Human Rights, the 2030 Agenda and the FAO SSF Guidelines. The Institute is in the midst of developing 
a human rights and fisheries database that links specific human rights (ILO, UN and regional human 
rights conventions) to different steps in the supply chain (pre-harvest, harvest and post-harvest) and at 
different sub-sectors (small-scale and large-scale fishery and for aquaculture). This information can be 
used to identify possible human rights violations. Once completed the database could be used as a tool 
for designing human rights impact assessments (as part of companies’ human rights due diligence), a 
human rights-based approach to sustainable development of fisheries and aquaculture sectors (as 
promoted by the SSF Guidelines). Different types of actors interested in conducting human rights 
safeguard or assessments/investigations could also use the tool. (Sofie Hansen, personal 
communication). 
 

Supply Chain Research Gaps 
As the ILO (2013) notes, most research into human rights abuse in fisheries is focused on the 
supply side rather the demand side (i.e., the market for seafood and how it facilitates these 
practices, and the management system that allows this to persist). There is growing interest and 
commitment from sustainability certifications in incorporating social responsibility but there is limited 
knowledge about whether these guidelines for corporate social responsibility are actually driving change 
in the socio-economic conditions that facilitate exploitation or just shifting to geographies where labor 
abuse is still present but unknown. 
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Likewise, most research is focused on the presence of human rights issues in harvesting, 
rather than at other points in the supply chain. While there have been reports of labor abuse in 
the processing sector, this sector may not receive the same attention as the harvesting sector, where 
the issue of human rights abuse and forced labor appears to be widespread and quite severe. There is 
also a research gap on any linkages and patterns between human rights abuse at the harvesting end of 
the supply chain and the rest of the steps of the supply chain.  
 
While the focus on labor and human rights abuses at the point of harvesting is limited almost 
exclusively to men, various forms of human rights abuse elsewhere in the seafood supply 
chain may involve women and/or children. Human rights abuse of these vulnerable populations 
elsewhere in the seafood supply chain is another significant research gap.  
 

RESEARCH ON PRODUCTION MODE PREVALENCE & RISK 

Findings  
There may be a relationship between the incidence of human rights abuses and vessel or gear 
type, with the economic, biological, and social characteristics of certain fisheries more likely 
to drive human rights abuse. This relationship requires further investigation.  
 
Research by the Issara Institute of labor abuses in fisheries in Thailand included predictive risk modeling 
of human trafficking within Thai fisheries. Among other findings, they found that vessel and gear type 
was a significant variable in whether crew reported human rights abuses, with those fishing on trawl 
vessels and pair trawl vessels far more likely to describe experiencing various forms of labor abuse, 
including physical abuse, than crew members on purse seine vessels. They speculated that this was 
because trawl vessels were fishing further from shore and had longer trips, and were less likely to be 
inspected. Interestingly, this research found that time spent at sea, which is also a factor related to 
vessel type, was inversely associated with human rights abuses. This finding is counter to that of many 
other researchers and anecdotal evidence which suggests that abuses are occurring on vessels that 
remain at sea for months or years at a time and are supported by transshipment and bunker vessels 
(see Research on Supply Chain, above).   
 
On the other hand, a Greenpeace (2016) report on IUU fishing and human rights abuses in the distant 
water tuna fishery by Taiwanese fishing vessels speculated that human rights abuses and IUU fishing 
may be particularly rampant on longline tuna vessels, at least on the high seas, because they have a 
negligible rate of observer coverage.  
 
The Seafood Slavery Risk Tool (Monterey Bay Aquarium, Liberty Asia, Sustainable Fisheries Partnership), 
which outlines a specific tool for assessing risk of slavery and forced labor in fisheries, does not provide 
specific research findings, but it does provide a methodology for how to assess whether slavery is likely 
within a specific fishery, including relying on media reports and investigative journalism, and reports by 
governments, intergovernmental organizations, and non-governmental organizations to uncover 
whether slavery is known to occur within a given fishery, and likewise whether slavery is known to occur 
in other fisheries in the country, in related fisheries, in other aspects of the supply chain, and in other 
natural resource industries. The focus of the tool, however, is on slavery and forced labor on fishing 
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vessels within a particular fishery. It was partially discredited due to weak secondary data, and as a 
result the partnership has decided to modify the methodology to (1) create a risk characterization that 
flags parts of the supply chain and also uses lack of information to indicate risk, rather than producing a 
risk rating that requires evidence an action has occurred; (2) ensure new partners (Global Fishing Watch) 
also use indicators; (3) include migration and socioeconomic data; (3) include aquaculture (Blank 2018).  
 
The Danish Institute on Human Rights is currently working on a project that looks across production 
modes (small-scale and large-scale fishery and for aquaculture) and supply chain (pre-harvest, 
harvest and post-harvest) to identify possible human rights violations, design human rights impact 
assessments, and develop human rights-based guidance and policy recommendations for State 
Authorities, companies, civil society organisations and National Human Rights Institutions (see Research 
on Supply Chain, above).  

Production Mode Research Gaps 
There appears to be little research into human rights abuse in fisheries in a way that 
thoroughly examines various production modes or provides significant insight into the 
different ways human rights abuses may be occurring in different production modes. The 
contradictory findings about the relationship between time spent at sea and human rights abuse 
between the Issara Institute report and numerous other papers suggests that more research needs to 
be conducted on this particular question. It is clear that mode of production, including fishery, vessel, 
and gear types, has not been systematically investigated to determine a relationship with human rights 
abuse. This may be related to the variety of different fishery types in which human rights abuses have 
been documented. Far from being documented exclusively in distant water fishing fleets, human rights 
abuses occur in both large, industrial distant water fleets and in smaller, nearshore fleets. More research 
is needed to better understand the commonalities and differences among various fishery production 
modes and the means through which human rights abuses are occurring. This could include comparing 
observer coverage and use of electronic monitoring (EM) between longline and purse seine vessels, for 
example. 
 
No research effort has compared the full spectrum of human rights abuses that occur in DWF 
versus within industrial and small-scale fisheries that operate in their own EEZ. This could 
illuminate the different types and scale of human rights abuses that are occurring and tease out the 
relative importance of oversight to moderating these different forms of exploitation. 
 
While most of the research analyzed is focused on wild capture fisheries, human rights 
abuses are known to occur in aquaculture as well and should be better studied. There are also 
linkages with aquaculture, particularly within the supply chain. Human rights abuses may occur at a 
number of levels in the supply chain, including on vessels targeting fish to use as fishmeal for 
aquaculture, or in processing facilities, which may include both wild caught and aquaculture products. 
More research is needed to illuminate this area. 
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III. Draft Proposals for Integrated Research 
Outlined below is a set of preliminary draft proposals for what an integrated research initiative in this 
space could look like. We are looking forward to expert input and revision of these ideas. 
 
 
GEOGRAPHY: How might we get a much clearer picture of the geographic patterns and 
hotspots for risk of human rights abuses in global fisheries?  
 
We propose using known case studies of labor abuse on fishing vessels from the ILO (2013) report and 
others, integrating across scales of previous research, to develop a global dataset of geographies with 
known risk. This would include risk for the following categories of engagement in labor abuse:  

● being victims of labor abuse (where the fishers come from),  
● having labor abuse occurring in their EEZs, and  
● being flag states for vessels with labor abuse. 

Once we understand these risk areas, we can integrate the fisheries governance factors, in line with 
what Tickler et al. have done, along with data on fleet characteristics (from SAUP) and country or regional 
level socioeconomic data sets, to further illuminate risk factors that can predict participation in labor 
abuse in IUU fisheries, from both the standpoint of the victims and the perpetrators.  
 
We could also include the methodology from an ILO report (2009) to measure the cost of coercion by 
geography, shedding light on the hidden subsidy of forced labor that allows overfishing to continue in 
certain areas of the world. 
 
 
SUPPLY CHAIN: How might we better illuminate incidences and indicators of human rights 
abuses throughout the supply chain? 
 
We propose to combine the indicators from the Labor Safe Screen tool by Nakamura et al. (2018), 
combined with indicators that represent a broader definition of human rights (ala the Monterey 
Framework). Then, apply those indicators to in-depth case studies of human rights abuses in different 
types of supply chains to identify nodes in the supply chain where human rights abuse is most likely to 
occur. At the same time, we can characterize the nature of those supply chains and compare similar 
supply chains without known incidences of human rights abuses to try to identify predictors for human 
rights abuses across a typology of supply chains (e.g. long, complex, international vs. short, simple, 
national).  
 
Since transshipment has been identified as a critical point in the supply chain that enables both IUU and 
human rights abuses at sea, we propose to conduct a more thorough assessment of transhipment 
vessel behavior and if possible how vessel behavior relates to any known cases of human rights abuses, 
in order to point to specific types of transhipment vessels and behaviors that may indicate greater risk of 
human rights abuses. This would also help clarify if eliminating transshipment would have an impact on 
reducing human rights abuses at sea.  
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PRODUCTION MODE: How might we contribute to a fuller understanding of the relationship 
between seafood production mode and human rights abuse? 
 
We propose compiling and analyzing a dataset of case studies of human rights abuse in fisheries from 
existing efforts (ILO, Greenpeace, EJF, etc.) that identifies characteristics of the mode of production (e.g. 
aquaculture vs. wild capture, scale, vessel type, target species, gear type, etc.) and types of human rights 
abuses occurring. The goal would be to develop a typology of fisheries by production mode, and identify 
prevalence and nature of human rights abuses associated with each typology. Then, we can test 
whether these production mode variables are a good indicator of human rights abuse by looking at 
similar fisheries where human rights abuses are unknown or thought to not occur. For example, if we 
know the nature of human rights abuses in Taiwan’s distant water longline tuna fleet, would a fishery 
with similar characteristics, like Japan’s distant water longline tuna fleet, have similar human rights 
abuses? If not, why? This could help illuminate to what extent production mode is an indicator of risk of 
human rights abuse versus other variables. 
 
 
BONUS: How might we better understand the interaction of risk across the three areas listed 
above (geography, supply chain, production mode)? 
 
After tackling the research outlined above, we could conduct an analysis of combined risk profiles in 
order to disentangle compounding variables. If it was possible to see risk profiles of geographies, 
production modes, and supply chain nodes you would be able to ascertain which contributes 
disproportionately to risk. For example, a geography might be identified as high risk not because of 
anything having to do with the geography but because of a different driver, such as the type of supply 
chains that are most prevalent in that geography. Understanding these three risk profiles together can 
help us weed through the confounding variables in order to hone where we allocate resources and 
where we should we focus to mitigate the problem.  
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